It is shown that a conjecture of E.A. Rakhmanov is true concerning the zero distribution of orthogonal polynomials with respect to a measure having a discrete real support. We also discuss the case of extremal polynomials with respect to some discrete L p {norm, 0 < p 1, and give an extension to complex supports.
Introduction and statement of results
In this paper we shall investigate asymptotic properties of extremal polynomials T n;p (z) = z n + lower powers with regard to some discrete L p {norm jjw n T n;p jj Lp(En) = minfjjw n Pjj Lp(En) : P(z) = z n + lower powersg;
( (2) 0 < p < 1, with E n being suitable nite or countable subsets of the complex plane, #E n n+1, and w n (z), z 2 E n , being (su ciently fast decreasing) positive numbers.
For the case p = 2 of discrete orthogonal polynomials, examples include the discrete Chebyshev polynomials Rak96] (choose w n = 1, E n = f0; 1; :::; ng) or other classical families like Krawtchouk or Meixner polynomials DaSa98, DrSa97, KuVA98] . A study of asymptotics of such polynomials has some important applications, e.g., in coding theory. It was Rakhmanov Rak96] who rst observed that a particular constrained (weighted) energy problem in complex potential theory may furnish a method for calculating the nth root asymptotics of extremal polynomials with respect to so{called ray sequences obtained by a suitable renormalization of the sets E n . Further progress has been made by Dragnev and Sa for real sets E n being uniformly bounded DrSa97]; they also obtained asymptotics for discrete L p {norms with 0 < p 1.
Generalizations for unbounded real sets E n and exponentially decreasing weights have been discussed by Kuijlaars and Van Assche KuVA98] (0 < p 1) and Kuijlaars and Rakhmanov KuRa98] (p = 2). Damelin and Sa DaSa98] studied the case p = 1 for more general classes of weights. In this paper we establish nth root asymptotics for the extremal constants of (1), 0 < p 1, for possibly complex and unbounded sets E n and for a fairly large class of weights.
In particular we show that two conjectures of Rakhmanov KuRa98] are true concerning some separation assumption for the sets E n .
The nth root asymptotic of the extremal constants jjw n T n;p jj Lp(En) as well as the asymptotic distribution of zeros of T n;p may be expressed in terms of the solution of the constrained weighted energy problem: for some positive Borel measure , we de ne its (logarithmic) potential, and its energy, respectively, by U (z) := Z log 1 jz ? tj d (t); I( ) := Z Z log 1 jz ? tj d (t) d (z); and write supp( ) C := C f1g for its (closed) support. Given some positive Borel measure with total mass jj jj > 1, the constrained energy problem consists in minimizing I( ), where is some probability measure satisfying in addition the constraint that ? is some nonnegative measure. The set of such measures will be denoted by M := f 0 : jj jj = 1; ? 0g. In our context it will be useful to introduce a weighted analogue of this problem. Its unique solution has been characterized by Dragnev and Sa DrSa97, Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.3], and further investigated by several other authors. We summarize some of their ndings in Theorem 1.1 below, here additional assumptions enable us to obtain a simpli ed statement. Theorem 1.1 (see DrSa97]) Let Q be a continuous real{valued function on some closed set E C, w := exp(?Q), and, if E is unbounded, suppose that Q(z) ? log jzj ! +1 for jzj ! 1. Furthermore, let be a positive measure, with connected support supp( ) E. Suppose that jj jj > 1 and that, for any compact K supp( ), the restriction j K of to K has a continuous potential. 2 This extremal measure w has a compact support. 3 Furthermore, the following equilibrium condition holds
A combination of DrSa97, Theorem 3.3] (for compact E), DaSa98, Theorem 2.5] (for p = 1), KuVA98, Theorem 7.4 and Lemma 8.3] (for 0 < p 1), and KuRa98, Theorem 7.1] (for p = 2, see also KuRa99]) gives the following well{known characterization of the asymptotic behavior of the extremal quantities of (1) in terms of a weighted constrained energy problem. Theorem 1.2 (see DaSa98, DrSa97, KuRa98, KuVA98]) Let 0 < p 1. Furthermore, let , Q, w = exp(?Q) be as in Theorem 1.1, with supp( ) = E being a real interval. Suppose that the sets E n E, n 0, and the weights w n (z) 0, z 2 E n , n 0, satisfy the following four conditions 2 In particular it follows that does not have any mass points. 3 Our assumptions on imply (see, e.g., Rak96] or Lemma 2.1(a) below) that any measure 2 M with compact support will have a continuous potential, and thus Iw( ) = I( ) + 2 R Q(t) d (t). (ii) For every compact K C there holds lim n!1 h max z2K\En jw n (z) 1=n ? w(z)j i = 0: Furthermore, w n (z) 1=n =w(z) is bounded above uniformly for z 2 E n and n 0. (iii) For every compact K E there holds lim n!1 max y2K\En Y x2En\K;x6 =y jy ? xj 1=n ? exp(?U j K (y)) = 0:
(iv) In case of unbounded E and p < 1, suppose in addition that there exist two positive functions a; b, and constants 1 > 2 > 0, such that #(E n \ fjzj Rg) a(R) b(n) for all R; n 0; lim n!1 b(n) 1=n = 1,
Q(z) jzj 1 for su ciently large z 2 E, and log a(R) R 2 for su ciently large R > 0.
Then we have for the extremal constants lim n!1 h jjw n T n;p jj Lp(En) i 1=n = e ?F w ; and the sequence of normalized zero counting measures 5 of T n;p , n 0, has the weak limit w .
In many classical cases (e.g., discrete Chebyshev polynomials Rak96], Krawtchouk polynomials DrSa97, DaSa98], Meixner polynomials KuVA98, DaSa98], Charlier polynomials KuVA98], Stieltjes{Carlitz polynomials KuVA98, DaSa98], or discrete Freud polynomials KuVA98, KuRa98]), the corresponding sets E n and weights w n will satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2, but only after a renormalization of the set E n by dividing by some power of n. Here Theorem 1.2 may be used to determine the nth root limit of scaled counterparts of the extremal constants jjw n T n;p jj Lp(En) , also, the measure w is obtained as weak limit of the corresponding \contracted" zero counting measures (compare, e.g., KuVA98, Theorem 2.2]).
Beside a generalization to complex sets E n , the main contribution of this paper is to relax both conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 1.2 (see Theorem 1.3 below). Let us shortly discuss why at least similar assumptions are necessary.
Condition (iv) insures the niteness of jjw n Pjj Lp(En) for a polynomial of degree at most n, at least for su ciently large n. Such an additional condition is required for p < 1 for controlling the contribution to the L p norm of in modulus large elements of E n .
Condition (iii) of Theorem 1.2 was proposed in DrSa97], following DaSa98] it is su cient to impose (iii) for just one suitable compact K. It may be shown DrSa97, Lemma 3.2] that, e.g., sets of zeros of suitable orthogonal polynomials satisfy condition (iii). Also, (iii) will be true if the mutual distance of elements in E n is bounded below Rak96], namely lim inf n!1 inf x;y2En\K;x6 =y n jx ? yj > 0 for all compact sets K. Let us also mention that condition (iii) was relaxed by some authors DaSa98, KuVA98, KuRa98] by allowing for an exceptional set of capacity zero. However, as it becomes clear from the discussion in KuRa98, Section 8], we have to impose some separation property for the abscissas. 
Of course, in case of a compact set E, condition (5) is weaker than (4). Also, one may show that condition (iii) of Theorem 1.2 implies (5).
In the present paper we propose a solution for the two Rakhmanov conjectures KuRa98, Conjecture 2 and 3], namely the following generalization of Theorem 1.2: Theorem 1.3 Let E, , Q, and w = exp(?Q) be as in Theorem 1.1, supp( ) being connected (but not necessarily real), and E containing supp( ) (but not necessarily identical). Also, let w n ; E n E satisfy the conditions (i),(ii) of Theorem 1.2, and suppose that (5) holds for a bounded open set V . Furthermore, let either p = 1, or suppose that there exists a p 0 2 (0; p) satisfying lim sup n!1 jjf n jj L p 0 (En) ] 1=n < 1; f(z) := jzj w(z):
Then the following holds.
(a) We have for the asymptotic constants lim n!1 h jjw n T n;p jj Lp(En) i 1=n = e ?F w :
(b) Suppose in addition that the polynomial convex hull of supp( w ) has two{dimensional Lebesgue measure zero. 6 Then for every sequence (P n ) n 0 of monic polynomials, P n of degree n, such that lim n!1 h jjw n P n jj Lp(En) i 1=n = e ?F w we have (P n ) ! w .
A proof of this and the following statement will be given in the next section. In order to see that Theorem 1.2 is contained in Theorem 1.3, notice rst that, according to Lemma 2.7 below, condition (iv) of Theorem 1.2 implies (6) for all p 0 2 (0; 1). In addition, if condition (iii) holds for some compact set K satisfying (@K) = 0, with its interior V containing supp( w ), then also condition (5) is shown to be true.
One easily constructs examples (e.g., take w = 1 and as E = supp( ) the unit circle) where ( (T n;p )) n 0 does not have the weak limit w . However, the measure of balayage of any weak limit onto the outer boundary of supp( w ) will always coincide with that of w .
Our proof of Theorem 1.3 strongly relies on the following result for weighted Fekete points with respect to discrete sets. Theorem 1.4 Let E, , Q, and w = exp(?Q) be as in Theorem 1.1, supp( ) being a connected (but not necessarily real) subset of E, and let w n ; E n E satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.2. We de ne for n 0 n (E n ) := sup E 0 n En;#E 0 n =n+1 h Y
x;y2E 0 n ;x6 =y w n (x) 1=n w n (y) 1=n jx ? yj i 1=n 2 ;
and denote by E n a set where the supremum is attained (the existence of such a set follows from Lemma 2.3 below), referred to as a set of nth weighted Fekete points (with respect to (E n ; w 1=n n )).
If condition (5) holds for a bounded open set V , then (a) ( n (E n )) n 0 converges to exp(?I w ( w )). Furthermore, the sequence of normalized counting measures of E n , n 0, has the weak limit := w .
(b) Following KuVA98, Section 8], we de ne for d 0 the compact sets S d := fz 2 E : U (z) + Q(z) d + F w g. Then for any d > 0 there exists an N 0 such that E n S d for all n N.
In other words, Fekete points only accumulate in S 0 .
(c) For every > 0 there exists an N 0 such that for all n N, for all polynomials P of degree at most n and for all z 2 C jP(z)j jjw n Pjj L1(E n ) exp(n ( + F w ? U (z))):
This result is sharp in the sense that there exist monic polynomials n of degree n (with zeros in E n ), n 0, satisfying jjw n n jj L1(En) = jjw n n jj Lp(E n ) ; n 0; 0 < p 1; lim n!1 jjw n n jj L1(En) ] 1=n = exp(?F w ); lim n!1 j n (z)j 1=n = exp(?U (z)); the latter relation holding uniformly on compact sets of C n S 0 .
(d) Let either p = 1, or suppose that there exists a p 0 2 (0; p) satisfying (6). If N denotes any open neighborhood of the compact set S 0 = fz 2 E : U (z) + Q(z) F w g, and E 0 n := N \ E n , then there exist positive constants c; N such that jjw n Pjj Lp(E 0 n ) jjw n Pjj Lp(En) (1 + e ?c n ) 1=p jjw n Pjj Lp(E 0 n ) (in the case 0 < p < 1) and jjw n Pjj L1(E 0 n ) = jjw n Pjj L1(En) for all n N and for all polynomials P of degree at most n. Remark 1.5 (a) In the continuous (unconstrained) case E n = E for n 0, the limit of ( n (E n )) n 0 is usually referred to as the weighted trans nite diameter (see, e.g., SaTo97, Chapter III.1]). Thus Theorem 1.4(a) may be understood as the discrete analogue of SaTo97, Theorem III.1.3]. Also, a localization of weighted Fekete points similar to Theorem 1.4(b) is well{known in the continuous case. (c) The continuous analogue of Theorem 1.4(d) may be found in SaTo97, Theorem III.6.1] for p < 1, and follows from the weighted Bernstein{Walsh inequality for p = 1. For the special case of exponentially decreasing weights and real E n , this result has been given before in KuVA98, Corollary 8.2 and Lemma 8.3].
In this context, it is also interesting to recall the results DaSa98, Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.3, and Theorem 2.5] of Damelin and Sa , who described a continuous set where a discrete L 1 {norm \lives".
(d) Let K be some compact set containing in its interior the set S 0 . It follows from Theorem 1.4(d) that the discrete \Chebyshev" polynomials T n;1 with respect to the (possibly unbounded) set E n and the (uniformly bounded) set E n \K coincide for su ciently large n. (e) Theorem 1.4(d) in combination with StTo92, Lemma 1.3.2.] allows to prove that zeros of the extremal polynomials T n;p , 0 < p 1, only accumulate in the convex hull of S 0 , and that the number of zeros of T n;p lying in a compact subset of C n S 0 will be bounded uniformly in n.
For concrete examples of discrete L p {extremal polynomials and the determination of the corresponding extremal measure we refer the reader to Rak96, DrSa97, KuVA98, DaSa98, KuRa98]. Possible generalizations of the above results will be discussed in Section 3.
Proofs
In what follows we will always suppose that E, , Q, and w = exp(?Q) are as in Theorem 1.1, supp( ) being a connected (but not necessarily real) subset of E, and that w n ; E n E, n 0, satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.2. In contrast, additional requirements like conditions (iii),(iv), (5), or (6) will be mentioned explicitly.
The \normalized" counting measure n (A) of some nite set A is de ned by and sets E 0 n E n \ O, #E 0 n = n + 1, n 2 0 , such that ( n (E 0 n )) n2 0 has the weak limit .
Proof: Assertion (a) has already been mentioned in Rak96]: with K := supp( ), notice that := j K ? is a nonnegative Borel measure. Since U and U are lower semi{continuous on C, and by assumption U j K is continuous on C, the statement follows from the representation U = U j K ? U . For showing (b) we just recall from SaTo97, Theorem 0.1.5] that for the Euclidean topology in C there exists a basis fH g of open disks satisfying (@H ) = 0. Part (c) follows from condition (i) of Theorem 1.2 together with SaTo97, Theorem 0.1.4 and Theorem 0.1.5].
A proof of part (d) is slightly more technical: we rst choose a compact set K with supp( ) Int(K) K O. By assumption, supp( ) is connected, (C) > 1, and . Thus (K) > 1. In the second step let us show that there exist a constant C > 0, and integers n k 2 , m k , as well as Borel sets V j;k , j = 1; :::; m k , such that
for 1 j; j 0 m k , j 6 = j 0 . In fact, for su ciently small r k 1=k, we may cover K by at most (diam(K)=r k ) 2 closed squares with side length r k while staying in O. Each of these squares may be covered by an open disk of radius < 2r k satisfying (@ ) = 0 (compare SaTo97, p.5]), which for su ciently small r k will be a subset of O. By taking intersections between these disks, we will stay with m k (diam(K)=r k ) 2 Borel sets V j;k as quoted above. By part (c), #(E n \ V j;k )=(n + 1) ! (V j;k ) for j = 1; :::; m k , and thus we may nd an integer n k 2 as described above. Notice that by construction m k X j=1 #(E n k \ V j;k ) (n k + 1) ( m k j=1 V j;k ) ? n k + 1 m 2 k (n k + 1) ( (K) ? 1 m 2 k ); (8) the latter being greater than n k + 1 (at least for su ciently large k).
Imposing in addition that n k + 1 m 3 k , we may construct a set E 0 n k by taking exactly`j ;k elements from V j;k \ E n , with j (V j;k ) ?`j ;k =(n k + 1)j 1=m 3 k , j = 1; 2; :::; m k . As above one checks that this set E 0 n k contains (n k + 1) (1 + k ) elements, with j k j 1=m 2 k . From (8) we see that further points are available if necessary, and thus we may modify slightly the construction of E 0 n k such that #E 0 n k = n k + 1; and (V j;k ) + 2 m 2 k `j ;k n k + 1 (V j;k ) ? 2 m 2 k :
Let n := n (E 0 n ) for n 2 0 := fn k : k 0g. In order to establish n ! , let f be continuous. Then f is bounded and uniformly continuous on some neighborhood of K, and hence the expression
becomes arbitrarily small for k ! 1. 2
We continue with analyzing the Rakhmanov condition (5).
Lemma 2.2 (a) Let K be compact, and E 0 n E n \ K, n 0, with n := n (E 0 n ) ! . Then lim inf n!1 I n ( n ) I( ):
(b) With the notation of part (a), we have lim n!1 I n ( n ) = I( ) i for every > 0 we nd an 0 > 0 such that for every 0 < 0 with some n 0 = n 0 ( ) there holds 1 n 2 X x;y2E 0 n ;0<jx?yj< log jx ? yj < ; n n 0 : For a proof of parts (a),(b), notice that (a 1 (n; )) n 0 tends to zero for all > 0 since n ! , and (x; y) ! f (x ? y) is continuous in K K. Also, (a 2 (n; )) n 0 tends to zero for all > 0. Furthermore, a 3 ( ) ! 0 for ! 0 by the monotone convergence theorem.
The assertion of part (a) now follows by observing that the sum on the left{hand side of (10) is nonnegative. Part (b) is a consequence of (10) and of the fact that lim !0 lim n!1 ?a 1 (n; ) + a 2 (n; ) + a 3 ( ) = 0:
In order to show (c), notice that the Rakhmanov condition (5) may be equivalently rewritten as I n ( n ) ! I( ), with n := n (E n \ V ), and := j V . If (@V ) = 0, then from Lemma 2.1(c) and part (b) we may conclude that (9) is true for E 0 n = E n \ V , and thus in particular for any subset of E n \ K, as claimed in part (c). The reasoning is slightly more involved in the case (@V ) > 0: and thus (9) holds for E 0 n being any subset of V \ E n . 2
We now investigate some properties of nth weighted Fekete points with respect to (E n ; w 1=n n ). Notice that if ; x 0 ; :::; x n 2 E n then by construction n (f ; x 1 ; :::; x n g) n (fx 0 ; x 1 ; :::; x n g) = w n ( ) ( ? x 1 ) ::: ( ? x n ) w n (x 0 ) (x 0 ? x 1 ) ::: (x 0 ? x n ) 2=n 2 ;
(11) and this expression is 1 for any 2 E n if fx 0 ; x 1 ; :::; x n g = E n . Thus one may easily determine the L 1 norm of such weighted polynomials.
The problem of nding Fekete points with respect to (E n ; w 1=n n ) may be understood as the problem of minimizing some discrete weighted energy, here the set E n plays the role of the \support of the extremal measure". An important feature for the continuous case is that these \supports" are uniformly bounded for n 0. A similar fact is true for our discrete problem.
Lemma 2.3 If (5) holds for a bounded open set V , then there exists some compact set K containing all sets of Fekete points E n for n 0, i.e., n (E n \ K) = n (E n ); n 0:
Proof: Assume that the assertion of Lemma 2.3 is not true. Then we may construct a strictly increasing sequence (n k ) k 0 , with n k (E n k ) > n k (E n k \ fjxj kg). Consequently, we nd sets E n k , k 0, satisfying 7 maxfjxj : x 2 E n k g k; #E n k = n k + 1; and n k (E n k ) n k (E n k )=2 1=n k for all k 0. For n = n k , write E n = fx 0;n ; :::; x n;n g, n 0, with w(x 0;n ) = min 0 j n w(x j;n ). Then there exist 0 j k n k with jx j k ;n k j ! 1, implying w(x j k ;n k ) ! 0, and thus w(x 0;n k ) ! 0 and jx 0;n k j ! 1 for k tending to in nity. We claim that lim n=n k ;k!1 max x2En jw n (x) f n (x)j 1=n = 0; f n (x) = n Y j=1 (x ? x j;n ):
(12)
In fact, from (11) together with n k (E n k ) n k (E n k )=2 1=n k it follows that max x2En jw n (x) f n (x)j 2 n=2 max x2E n jw n (x) f n (x)j = 2 n=2 jw n (x 0;n ) f n (x 0;n )j:
Therefore, according to the assumption (ii) of Theorem 1.2, for establishing (12) it is su cient to show that lim n=n k ;k!1 w(x 0;n ) jf n (x 0;n )j 1=n = 0: De ne h(r) := maxfjxj w(x) : x 2 E; jxj rg. Then lim r!1 h(r) = 0 by assumption on w = exp(?Q) (see Theorem 1.1), and w(x 0;n ) jx 0;n ? x j;n j ( w(x 0;n )jx 0;n j + w(x 0;n )jx j;n j 2h(jx 0;n j) if jx j;n j jx 0;n j, w(x 0;n )jx 0;n j + w(x j;n )jx j;n j 2h(jx 0;n j) if jx j;n j jx 0;n j, for j = 1; 2; :::; n. Consequently, jw(x 0;n ) n f n (x 0;n )j 1=n 2h(jx 0;n j) ! 0, proving our claim (12).
We now choose some compact sets K 0 ; K 00 with supp( w ) Int(K 00 ) K 00 Int(K 0 ) K 0 V;
where according to Lemma 2.1(b) we may suppose without loss of generality that (@K 0 ) = 0. Furthermore, we de ne E 0 n := E n \ K 0 , and n := n (E 0 n ), with weak limit j K 0 (see Lemma 2.1(c)). Since (K 00 ) > 1, we may conclude that lim inf n!1 m n n > 0; m n := #((E 0 n n E n ) \ K 00 ): Taking into account assumption (ii) and the fact that w is bounded away from zero on K 00 , it follows from (12) that for every > 0 Taking into account condition (ii) of Theorem 1.2, we may conclude that n(En) is nite for each n 0. By construction, there exists a 0 > 0 such that fx j;n : 1 j n; jx ? x j;n j < g E 0 n for all 2 (0; 0 ] and for all x 2 (E 0 n n E n ) \ K 00 , implying that lim n=n k ;k!1 1 n 2 X x;y2E 0 n ;0<jx?yj< log jx ? yj = +1; 0 < 0 ;
in contradiction with Lemma 2.2(c).
2
Proof of Theorem 1.4(a): Let E n be a set of nth weighted Fekete points as described in Theorem 1.4, and write n := n (E n ). From Lemma 2.3 we know that supp( n ) K 0 for some compact K 0 , and Helly's theorem asserts that from each subsequence of ( n ) n 0 we may extract a subsequence ( n ) n2 that converges weak to some probability measure . Notice that 2 M , since for any nonnegative continuous function f with compact support there holds according to condition (i) of Theorem 1. By assumption (ii), the sequence (log w ?1=n n ) n2 0 tends to log w ?1 = Q uniformly in the compact set K. Furthermore, since n ! w , with supp( n ) K V , we may conclude from by the extremal property of Theorem 1.1, with equality i = w . Consequently, any weak limit of ( n ) n 0 coincides with w , and lim n!1 log n (E n ) = ?I w ( w ), as claimed in Theorem 1.4(a). 2 Remark 2.4 From the preceding proof it follows that n (E n ) ! w and I n ( n (E n )) ! I( w ).
Hence, by Lemma 2.2(b), condition (9) holds for E 0 n = E n . Moreover, using Lemma 2.2(c) one veri es that condition (9) is even true for any sequence of sets (E 0 n ) n 0 satisfying E 0 n E n (E n \ K), where K is some compact subset of V . 2 For a proof of Theorem 1.4(b),(c) we need the following two technical lemmas.
Lemma 2.5 Suppose that (5) holds for a bounded open set V , and write shorter = w . For n 0, y 2 E n , let f y;n (z) := Y x2E n ;x6 =y (z ? x); c y;n := jw n (y) f y;n (y)j 1=n : Then jf y;n (z)j exp(?n U (z)) max t2S j exp(n U (t)) f y;n (t)j; n 0; y 2 E n ; (13) lim n!1 max y2E n max t2S j exp(n U (t)) f y;n (t)j 1=n = 1;
(14) lim sup n!1;n2 log c n;n ?U ( ) ? Q( ); if n 2 E n and lim n!1;n2 n = ; (15) where S is some compact disk containing supp( ) in its interior.
Proof: Claim (13) is an easy consequence of the maximum principle for subharmonic functions (see, e.g., SaTo97, Theorem I.2.4]): since z ! U (z) + log jzj is harmonic in some neighborhood of C n S, it follows that h(t) := n U (t) + log jf y;n (t)j is subharmonic in some neighborhood of C n S, and thus h(z) max t2S h(t) for all z 2 C.
In order to show (14), let y n 2 E n such that max t2S j exp(n U (t)) f yn;n (t)j = max y2E n max t2S j exp(n U (t)) f y;n (t)j; n 0:
We rst notice that U is continuous in S, and that ? log jf yn;n (z)j 1=n = U n (z) for some probability measure n with support being uniformly bounded in n, and n ! . Since the set S has the K{property NiSo88, Section 5.4.3], we may conclude from NiSo88, Theorem 5.4.3, p.182] that lim n!1 log max t2S j exp(n U (t)) f yn;n (t)j 1=n = ? lim n!1 min t2S jU n (t) ? U (t)j = ? min t2S jU (t) ? U (t)j = 0;
as claimed in (14).
For a proof of (15) we write log c n;n = ?U n ( n ) ? log(1=w n ( n ) 1=n ); where we observe that the term on the right tends to ?Q( ) for n ! 1. Since n ! , the assertion of (15) now follows from the principle of descent SaTo97, Theorem I.6.8]. Proof: First notice that any 2 supp( ) is a limit point of Fekete points according to Theorem 1.4(a), and thus by (15) lim sup n!1 min y2E n log c y;n min 2supp( ) ?U ( ) ? Q( )] = ?F w ; the latter following from Theorem 1.1. For showing the opposite inequality, de ne x n 2 E n by min y2E n log c y;n = log c xn;n : (16) Recall that U + Q is continuous in E, and that supp( ) is supposed to be connected. Given an > 0, according to Theorem 1.1 we may nd some compact J V with ( ? )(J) > 0, and Q(z) + U (z) F w + ; z 2 J \ E; where in view of Lemma 2.1(b) we may suppose in addition that (@J) = 0. We de ne E 0;n = E 1;n E 2;n , with E 1;n = E n n fx n g, and E 2;n = (J \ E n ) n E n . Then we obtain the weak limits n (E 1;n ) ! 1 = ; n (E 2;n ) ! 2 = ( ? )j J ; n (E 0;n ) ! 0 = 1 + 2 : Writing shorter I n (A) := I n ( n (A)) for some nite set A, we observe that by Lemma 2.2(b) and Now with d n := #E 2;n =n, d n ! ( ? )(J) > 0, there holds 1 n X y2E 2;n log jw n (y)f xn;n (y)j 1=n d n max y2E 2;n log jw n (y)f xn;n (y)j 1=n :
Taking into account the property (11) of Fekete points, we may conclude that lim inf n!1 log c xn;n lim inf n!1 max y2E 2;n log jw n (y)f xn;n (y)j 1=n ? 1 ( ? )(J) Z Q(t) + U (t)] d( ? )j J (t) ? max t2J\E Q(t) + U (t)] ?F w ? ; the latter inequality following from the de nition of J. Since > 0 was arbitrary, we therefore have established the assertion of Lemma 2.6.
We are now prepared to proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4(b),(c): For a proof of part (b), suppose in contrast that there is a sequence of Fekete points accumulating outside of S 0 . Then we may construct a set and n 2 E n , with ( n ) n2 converging to some 2 E, and U ( ) + Q( ) = F w + d > F w . With the notation of Lemma 2.5, it follows from (15) that lim sup n!1;n2 log c n;n ?U ( ) ? Q( ) < ?F w ; in contradiction to Lemma 2.6.
We proceed by showing (7): By the Lagrange interpolation formula, we have for any polynomial P of degree at most n jP(z)j = j X y2E n f y;n (z) f y;n (y) P(y)j (n + 1) jjw n Pjj L1(E n ) max y2E n jf y;n (z)j (c y;n ) n ; where f y;n ; c y;n are as in Lemma 2.5. Thus (7) is an immediate consequence of the assertions (13), (14) of Lemma 2.5 together with Lemma 2.6.
In order to show the second part of Theorem 1.4(c), we follow (16) and de ne for n 0 n (z) = f xn;n (z); with x n 2 E n satisfying min y2E n log c y;n = log c xn;n :
The relation jjw n n jj L1(En) = jjw n n jj L1(E n ) is a trivial consequence of the construction of Fekete points (see (11)), and jjw n n jj L1(E n ) = jjw n n jj Lp(E n ) follows from the fact that n is di erent from zero at exactly one element of E n . The claimed limit relation for c xn;n = jjw n n jj L1(En) ] 1=n has been established in Lemma 2.6. Furthermore, since ? log j n (z)j 1=n = U n (z) for some measure n , with ( n ) n 0 asymptotically supported in S 0 and n ! (see Theorem 1.4(a)(b)), we get ? log j n (z)j 1=n ! U (z) uniformly on compact subsets of C n S 0 . 2 Proof of Theorem 1.4(d): The left{hand inequalities claimed in part (d) are trivial since E 0 n E n . In order to show the right{hand ones, we choose a d > 0 such that S 3d N. Outside of S 3d , Theorem 1.4(c) will enable us to control the size of the quantity w n (z)jP(z)j; however, in the case of unbounded E, we rst have to describe the behavior for large jzj.
If E is bounded, let = E. Otherwise, a compact set is constructed as follows: let C 0 := sup n 0 sup z2En w n (z) 1=n =w(z); being nite by assumption (ii). Recall that U (z) + log jzj is continuous in C nf0g, and vanishes at in nity. Also, f(z) = jzj w(z) = exp(?Q(z)+log jzj) tends to zero for jzj ! 1, z 2 E. Thus we may nd some compact set such that for all z 2 E n there holds exp(?U (z)) 2 jzj; 
Moreover, in the case p < 1 we may suppose in addition that with p 0 2 (0; p) as in (6) there holds 2 C 0 exp(d + F w ) h 2 lim sup n!1 jjf n jj L p 0(En) ] 1=n i p 0 =p f(z) 1?p 0 =p exp(?d); z 2 E n : (19) By Theorem 1.4(b), the set S 3d (and thus E 0 n ) will contain the set of Fekete points E n for all su ciently large n. From Theorem 1.4(c) with = d we may conclude that there exists some N 1 0 such that for every n N 1 , for any polynomial P of degree at most n, and for all z 2 C we have h jP(z)j jjw n Pjj L1(E 0 n ) i 1=n exp(d + F w ? U (z)):
(20)
We now estimate separately the contribution to the L p {norm of the sets (E n \ ) n E 0 n and E n n . By assumption (ii) we may nd an N 2 N 1 such that w n (z) w(z) n e nd ; z 2 E n \ ; n N 2 : Taking into account (20) and the de nition of the set S 3d , we may conclude that for all n N 2 and for all z 2 (E n \ ) n E 0 n n S 3d h jw n (z)P(z)j jjw n Pjj L1(E 0 n ) i 1=n exp(2d + F w ? U (z) ? Q(z)) exp(?d):
It follows from assumption (i) that there exists an N 3 N 2 such that #(E n \ ) C 1 n for all n N 3 with some constant C 1 . Consequently, h jjw n Pjj Lp((En\ )nE 0 n ) jjw n Pjj L1(E 0 n ) i 1=n C 1 n] 1=(np) exp(?d); n N 3 :
In the case p = 1, combining (17) for all su ciently large n and for all polynomials P of degree at most n. Thus the assertion follows by recalling (21) and by observing that jjw n Pjj L1(E 0 n ) jjw n Pjj Lp(E 0 n ) .
In the context of Theorem 1.4(d) and Theorem 1.3 it is of interest to know some simple su cient conditions for (6). Here we propose the following Lemma 2.7 The relation lim sup n!1 jjf n jj Lp(En) ] 1=n < 1; f(z) = jzj w(z); holds for some p 2 (1; 1) if one of the following conditions is satis ed.
(a) There exist sets K n satisfying lim sup n!1 #(E n \ K n )] 1=n < 1; and lim sup n!1 jjf n jj Lp(EnnKn) ] 1=n < 1: (b) There exists an > 0 such that lim sup n!1 jjf jj Lp(En) ] 1=n < 1: (c) Condition (iv) of Theorem 1.2 holds. (d) Condition (3) of Theorem 1.2 holds; furthermore, there exist constants 1 ; 2 > 0 such that Q(z) (1 + 1 ) log jzj for su ciently large z 2 E, and a(R) R 2 for su ciently large R > 0.
Proof : We rst recall that f is bounded above on E, and tends to zero for jzj ! 1. Thus part (a) follows from the simple observation that jjf n jj Lp(En\Kn) ] 1=n #(E n \ K n )] 1=(p n) jjfjj L1(En\Kn) : Let K be some compact set with f(z) < 1 for z 2 E n K. Choosing K = K n we have according to assumption (i) lim n!1 #(E n \ K n )] 1=n = 1; and trivially jjf n jj Lp(EnnKn) jjf jj Lp(EnnKn) for su ciently large n. Therefore (b) implies (a). For a proof of (c), de ne the decreasing function c(x) = exp(?x 1 ). Then with a suitable compact set K we have by assumption (iv) where the right{hand sum is convergent for all ; p > 0 by assumption on a; c. Thus (c) implies (b) for all > 0. A proof of (d) is similar, here we choose c(z) = jzj ? 1 , and observe again that the above sum is convergent for p > 0 and su ciently large > 0. 2
We still have to show the Rakhmanov conjecture.
Proof of Theorem 1.3(a): The assertion will follow by deriving lower and upper bounds for the extremal constants in terms of the Fekete points E n and the associated Fekete polynomials n . Let K be some compact set, with its interior containing S 0 . According to assumption (i), we may nd some constant C such that #(E n \K) C n for all n 0. The extremal constant is clearly majorized by the L p (E n ){norm of the Fekete polynomial n of Theorem 1.4(c): by Theorem 1.4(d), there exist constants c; N > 0 such that for all n N we have jjw n T n;p jj Lp(En) jjw n n jj Lp(En) (1 + e ?cn ) jjw n n jj Lp(En\K) (1 + e ?cn ) 1=p #(E n \ K)] 1=p jjw n n jj L1(En) :
On the other hand, jjw n Pjj Lp(En) jjw n Pjj L1(E n ) jjw n Pjj L 1 (E n ) =(n + 1) for any polynomial P. Thus by de nition of T n;p we have (n + 1) jjw n T n;p jj Lp(En) minfjjw n Pjj L 1 (E n ) : P(z) = z n + lower powersg =: ? n : Here ? n may be computed explicitly in terms of the quantities f y;n of Lemma 2.5: we rst notice that every monic polynomial P of degree n may be written as P(z) = X y2E n a y f y;n (z); with a y 2 C; X y2E n a y = 1;
and therefore jjw n Pjj L 1 (E n ) = X y2E n ja y j jjw n f y;n jj L1(E n ) min y2E n jjw n f y;n jj L1(E n ) X y2E n ja y j:
Consequently, ? n = min y2E n jjw n f y;n jj L1(E n ) = jjw n n jj L1(E n ) = jjw n n jj L1(En) ; the latter equalities following from the de nition of n (see the proof of Theorem 1.4(c)). Since the sequence ( jjw n n jj L1(E n ) ] 1=n ) n 0 tends to exp(?F w ) by Theorem 1.4(c), the assertion of Theorem One easily veri es that~ := j andẼ n = E n \ , satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.3(a) (at least for su ciently large r), with
We may therefore suppose without loss of generality that the measures n = (P n ) are supported in the compact set K := 4r . By Helly's theorem, we nd a subsequence ( n ) n2 with weak limit , where is a some probability measure with support being a subset of K. Let > 0. Taking into account that E n K for all n 0, we obtain from Theorem 1.4(c) for each z 2 C 0 = F w + lim n!1 log h jjw n P n jj Lp(En) i 1=n F w + lim sup n!1;n2 log h jjw n P n jj L1(En\K) i 1=n ? + U (z) + lim sup n!1;n2 log jP n (z)j 1=n = ? + U (z) ? lim inf n!1;n2 U n (z); where = w . According to the lower envelope theorem SaTo97, Theorem I.6.9], we may conclude that 0 ? + U (z) ? U (z); z 2 C n M; where M is a (compact) set of capacity zero. It follows from the continuity of U that (M) = 0, and thus U (z) +U (z) for all z 2 C by the principle of domination SaTo97, Theorem II.3.2]. Thus for ! 0 we obtain U (z) U (z) for all z 2 C.
From the minimum principle, applied to the function U ? U being superharmonic in C n supp( ), we may conclude that U = U in the unbounded connected component of C n supp( ). If now the two{dimensional Lebesgue measure of the polynomial convex hull of supp( ) (i.e., the complement of ) is zero, then = for any weak limit of ( n ) n 0 by the Unicity Theorem SaTo97, Corollary II.2.2], and hence n ! . 2
If the two{dimensional Lebesgue measure of the polynomial convex hull S of supp( ) is greater than zero, then we may conclude from SaTo97, Theorem II.4.1] that the measure of balayage^ of any weak limit of ( (P n )) n 0 from Int(S) onto @S will coincide with the corresponding measure of balayage of w . In all cases, we know from the lower envelope theorem that lim sup n!1 jP n (z)j 1=n = exp(?U w (z)) quasi everywhere in (i.e., up to a set of capacity zero), and jP n j 1=n ! exp(?U w ) uniformly in compact subsets of (asymptotically) zero{free regions. For instance, taking into account Remark 1.5(e), we may conclude that (jT n;p j 1=n ) n 0 tends to exp(?U w ) uniformly in compact subsets of the complement of the convex hull of S 0 = fz 2 E : U w (z) + Q(z) F w g.
Conclusions
We have established nth root asymptotics for extremal polynomials (1) with respect to some discrete L p {norm, generalizing work of Rakhmanov, Dragnev, Sa , Damelin, Kuijlaars, and Van Assche, and thereby proving two conjectures of Rakhmanov. As a main tool we investigated properties of weighted Fekete points formed from discrete sets. We conclude by commenting on possible generalizations of the results presented in this paper: In all assertions, the condition of supp( ) being connected may be replaced by the weaker requirement that supp( w ) has a non{empty intersection with supp( ? w ). However, one may not allow arbitrary supports as it becomes clear from DrSa97, Example 2.4]. Also, following KuVA98, DaSa98] we may allow for a weight w being non{negative and continuous on E, provided that w n = w n , and provided that (fz 2 E : w(z) > 0g) > 1.
Finally, condition (5) of Rakhmanov is still quite sensitive with respect to single elements of E n : for instance, (5) fails to hold if there exist distinct x n ; x 0 n 2 E n \ supp( w ) with lim inf exp(n 3 ) jx n ?x 0 n j < 1. It seems to be therefore interesting to nd a separation condition replacing (5) where a certain undesired part of E n may be neglected. By slightly modifying the above proofs one shows that in fact (5) may be replaced by the following: there exist uniformly bounded sets e E n E n with n := n ( e E n ) ! e and lim n!1 I n ( n ) = I(e );
where e w , and supp( w ) \ supp(e ? w ) is nonempty.
